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THE DEVIL’S TEAM IN DEENI
GUISE
A thoroughly shaitaani group of devil-incarnate molvis and qaaris who have been
created specifically for being Hasbu Jahannam (Fuel for Hell-Fire) had organized
what they dubbed their ‘Legends of Islam Youth Programme’. Any Muslim, be he the
worst faasiq-faajr, who has some understanding of Islam and its Objective, will be
speechless and aghast with incredulity at the stark satanism of this shaitaani ‘youth’
programme
The doling out of award, certificates and prizes to those who had participated in a
mock ‘salaat’ programme, is unadulterated kufr. Even the Qur’aan recitations at that
vilest event of lahw-la’b (haraam play and amusement) is KUFR since it is a blatant
mockery of Allah’s Kalaam. Aggravating this blatantly haraam and kufr event, is the
kufr of the baptismal practice which these filthy, swine-like molvis have forged as an
item on their haraam sport agenda. It is unimaginable in one’s wildest dreams that a
time will have dawned when RUBBISH KHANAAZEER molvis would adopt
kuffaar baptismal practices in the name of the Deen.
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Regarding these filthy khanaazeer posing as ‘ulama’, Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) said that they “are the worst of humanity under the canopy of the sky, and
from then will emerge nothing but fitnah.” A Buzrug adequately commented: ‘Under
the canopy of the sky are also the Yahood, Nasaara, khanaazeer (swines) and kilaab
(dogs).” The conclusion is obvious. These rubbish molvis and qaaris of Devil’s Team
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These khanaazeer have awarded themselves the designation: ‘Deen Team’, but in
reality they are the Devil’s Team. These rubbishes are Munaafiqs and Murtadds, for
the nifaaq and irtidaad have been glaringly displayed in the kufr mockery of the
Deen which their Ibleesi event constitutes in its entirety. While the haraam activities
under Deeni guise are lamentable, they are not surprising. In fact these practices and
worse, such as molvis fornicating in public like dogs, will also not be surprising
because the predictions of Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) have to
incumbently materialize.

are worse than the Yahood, Nasaara, khanaazeer and kilaab. We are today witnessing
the vivid enactment of this fitnah emerging from the rubbish swines posing as ulama.
About these human devils, Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said that in
Jahannam, they will be disembowelled and their entrails will be cast in front of them.
These molvis will then make tawaaf of their own intestines. Even the inmates of
Jahannam will be appalled and will heap scorn on them.
On their own admission their haraam sporting and baptismal activities are “just the
attraction”. They utilize blatantly haraam activities to attract morons and
ignoramuses to participate in their haraam so-called ‘deeni’ programme which is
100% a mockery of the Deen and pure and plain kufr. They have made the Qur’aan
Majeed and the Musjid a mockery to blend with the accursed haraam lahw-la’b of
which the whole kufr program consists. It is precisely villains such as these swinehearted molvis about which the Qur’aan Majeed states:
“O my Rabb! These my people have made the Qur’aan a buffeted object.”
This is the manner in which Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) will register his
complaint against those who had made a mockery of the Qur’aan and the Deen. They
kick the Qur’aan like a football, misusing and mutilating it with their kufr
misinterpretations to deceive and beguile the juhala in the community by plastering a
stupid outer veneer with a ‘deeni’ hue.
Even just laughter is deprecated in Islam. Regarding laughter, Rasulullah (Sallallahu
alayhi wasallam) said: “Verily, laughter kills the heart.” The Qur’aan Majeed says:
“They should laugh little and cry much.” Our Nabi (Sallallahu aklayhi wasallam)
further said in condemnation of laughing and merrymaking in which the Rubbish
molvis today excel:
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“If you knew what I know (i.e. of Maut, the Qabar and Aakhirat), you will laugh
little, cry profusely, not derive pleasure from your wives on your beds……and, you
would flee into the wilderness wailing and wishing that you were a blade of
grass…….”
Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) specifically condemning laughter in the
Musjid, said: “Laughter in the Musjid is darkness in the Grave.” These Rubbish
khanaazeer of the Devil’s Team and their supporting molvis who are human devils
(Shayaateenul Ins) had organized their haraam merrymaking activity of kufr in the
Musjid and in its environs. They have desanctified the Musjid with their haraam filth
and abominable shaitaani acts of play, sport and laughter. Allah Ta’ala says in regard
to lahw-la’b:
“The life of this world is but play and amusement while the Abode of the Aakhirat is
best for those who fear (Allah).”

It is of vital importance – vital for the perseverance of Imaan – to understand that in
terms of the Aakhirat, merrymaking which invariably produces considerable kuffaar
style laughter and total ghaflat (obliviousness) of the Aakhirat, is punishable with the
Fire of Jahannam. This is no small issue for the Mu’mineen. Only Munaafiqeen have
the temerity of scoffing at the Naseehat of Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam). It
is mentioned in the Hadith:
“Laughter which enrages Allah is that of a man whilst speaking about (even) the
Haqq and about baatil do so to evoke laughter. He will be cast into Jahannam to
tumble (into its depths) for seventy years.”
It is this merrymaking of the Devil’s Team which will convert their graves into dark
pits of Jahannam. It is also mentioned in the Hadith that the Qabar daily proclaims:
“O man! You on my back you laugh and make merry.
Soon will you cry and grieve in my belly.”
In their drunken stupor of shaitaani merrymaking, the vile molvis had satanically
arranged a baptismal tank which they dubbed “The Dunk Tank” in which they
baptised some munaafiq molvis and qaaris to extract raucous shaitaani laughter from
jaahil participants in the accursed merrymaking programme overseen by Iblees. They
will still be dunked in the Fire of Jahannam for which they have been created. It is
not at all surprising that qaaris who are supposed to be the standard bearers of the
Qur’aan Majeed had participated in satanic baptismal, merrymaking haraam
activities, for Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:
“Most of the Munaafiqeen of my Ummah are its qaaris.”
It is therefore understandable that the prediction of our Nabi (Sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) must come to pass. We are observing its materialization in our age.
Dunking them in Jahannam will be their fitting retribution for the mockery of their
Deen.
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The Musjid is supposed to be the House of Allah Ta’ala where the ethos of Ghaar-eHira (The Cave of Hira) has to incumbently prevail. But these rubbish swine-hearted
members of the Devil’s Team have converted the Musjid into a merrymaking hall
where the Qur’aan and the name of Islam have been pillaged and plundered at the
behest of nafsaani cravings.
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All the sponsors of this satanic haraam project are accursed followers of Iblees.
Among these shayaateeni sponsors were the Awqaaf S.A., Africa Muslims Agency,
Ashraful AID, Roshnee Relief and perhaps other moron illegitimate progeny of
Iblees. It is haraam to contribute funds to these sponsors of haraam projects. Besides
making a mockery of the Deen, they could find no other avenue for gratification and
fulfilment for their inordinate carnal, egoistical and monetary lusts.

Once when Nabi Isaa (Alayhis salaam) saw some persons conversing inside the
Musjid, he knotted his shawl and struck at them, expelling them from the Musjid.
Even halaal worldly talk is haraam inside the Musjid. What verdict should be handed
down for the ludicrous satanism which the Team of Iblees had organized in the
Musjid and its environs? Understand well that the environs of the Musjid are in the
same category as the Musjid regarding observance of reverence. Just as the Musjid
has to be respected with silence and dignity, so too do the environs demand. The
Musjid is for the Ibaadat of Allah Ta’ala. It has absolutely no other objective.
Utilizing it for any other purpose is villainy and zulm perpetrated on the Musjid.
These Devils of the Team of Iblees are under the Curse (La’nat) of the Musjid. The
Musjid is the Venue for reminding the Mu’min of the Aakhirat. It is not a place for
laughter, joking, merrymaking and kufr activity. It is not for not for any purposes of
the dunya. But these rubbishes have eliminated the holy ethos of the Musjid with
their shaitaani merrymaking activities.
From the fisq and fujoor with which the Musjid had been sullied and polluted, the
cause for Muslim hardships and humiliation is readily understandable. Whilst
millions of Muslims are suffering under heart-rending misery and hardship all over
the globe, while Muslims are suffering under the yoke of the Covid Athaab, and
while the whole Muslim World is ablaze with fisq, fujoor, bid’ah and kufr as depicted
by the Saudi Darul Kufr, these rubbish, khanaazer of the Team of Iblees promote
evil mockery of the Deen, and with their merrymaking they obliterate from the minds
of the moron participants the reality of the dangerous precipice of ruin and
destruction on which this Ummah is precariously dangling.
Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “Every sport of the Mu’min is haraam
– baatil.” We are constantly being stalked by Maut which reminds us five times daily
of its arrival, and so does the Qabar. Now what should be the attitude and relationship
of the Mu’mineen? Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:
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“What relationship do I have with the dunya? I am like a horse rider (on a journey
through the desert). I seek (temporary) shelter under a tree (in the desert), then again
leave the shade to set forth on the journey.”
It is in the shadow of this spirit and ethos that Muslims are under Divine Command to
conduct their lives here on earth. Play, amusement, futility and merrymaking have
absolutely no scope in the life of the Mu’min. These events of shaitaaniyat are for the
kuffaar who have no concept of the Hereafter – no concept of the Hisaab in
Qiyaamah and no concept of Jannat and Jahannam. These Khnaazeer of Devil’s
Team are of the same ilk and they are actively and satanically promoting by
deception and trickery the ruin of the Muslim community by diverting the minds of
ignoramuses from the Aakhirat to the dunya. May Allah Ta’ala destroy these
Shayaateenul Ins.

